
Multisyllable Word Slips 

V-C-E Syllables 

Student chooses a slip 

from a basket or tray. 

Student underlines the 

vowels and draws a 

line between the silent 

e and the vowel it is 

making long. 

Student writes the vowels 

in the syllable frames, 

including entire V-C-E 

chunk. 

Student brings down the 

consonants and begins to 

figure out how they can 

be placed to create a rec-

ognizable word. 

Student reads and studies 

the word printed on he 

back of the slip. 

Ideas 

The student can: 

• Work on 5 or 10 slips, study the words 

and bring them to a teacher for a 

“pop quiz”; 

• Read the word and put it in a sen-

tence; 

• Work on 5 or 10 slips and prepare for a 

spelling quiz; 

• Ask another student a question, the 

answer to which is the ‘mystery” word 

on the slip. 

The teacher can: 

• Focus on the words as new vocabu-

lary; 

• Focus on the syllable type and discuss 

why a vowel is saying it’s sound or why 

a consonant must be placed in a par-

ticular syllable frame; 

• Laminate the word study slips and pro-

vide dry-erase markers to create a 

non-consumable, reusable material. 
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Note 

Also known as “silent e” syllables, VCE 

syllables contain long vowels spelled 

with a single letter, followed by a single 

consonant and a silent e. A Benefit of Multisyllable Word Study 

Students will begin to recognize common syllable 

chunks before they know what the word is. This helps 

speed the process of decoding and leads to great accu-

racy and fluency.  

Word Study Set #2 



Cut 1” from bottom. Slip size = 2.5” X 4.25”.  
PRINT DOUBLE-SIDE USING HEAVIER PAPER STOCK so the word on the back of each slip does not show through. 

complete escape 

concrete bedtime 

campfire admire 

fireman caveman 



escape complete 

bedtime concrete 

admire campfire 

caveman fireman 



Cut 1” from bottom. Slip size = 2.5” X 4.25”.  
PRINT DOUBLE-SIDE USING HEAVIER PAPER STOCK so the word on the back of each slip does not show through. 

compete basement 

inmate mistake 

translate classmate 

dictate pancake 



basement compete 

mistake inmate 

classmate translate 

pancake dictate 



Cut 1” from bottom. Slip size = 2.5” X 4.25”.  
PRINT DOUBLE-SIDE USING HEAVIER PAPER STOCK so the word on the back of each slip does not show through. 

discrace frustrate 

update upgrade 

handshake invade 

inhale membrane 



frustrate discrace 

upgrade update 

invade handshake 

membrane inhale 



Cut 1” from bottom. Slip size = 2.5” X 4.25”.  
PRINT DOUBLE-SIDE USING HEAVIER PAPER STOCK so the word on the back of each slip does not show through. 

invite cupcake 

bagpipe bedside 

baptize campsite 

clockwise hostile 



cupcake invite 

bedside bagpipe 

campsite baptize 

hostile clockwise 



Cut 1” from bottom. Slip size = 2.5” X 4.25”.  
PRINT DOUBLE-SIDE USING HEAVIER PAPER STOCK so the word on the back of each slip does not show through. 

midwife textile 

divine exile 

reptile incline 

unlike subscribe 



textile midwife 

exile divine 

incline reptile 

subscribe unlike 



Cut 1” from bottom. Slip size = 2.5” X 4.25”.  
PRINT DOUBLE-SIDE USING HEAVIER PAPER STOCK so the word on the back of each slip does not show through. 

confine backbite 

combine confide 

vampire umpire 

trombone dispose 



backbite confine 

confide combine 

umpire vampire 

dispose trombone 



Cut 1” from bottom. Slip size = 2.5” X 4.25”.  
PRINT DOUBLE-SIDE USING HEAVIER PAPER STOCK so the word on the back of each slip does not show through. 

invoke expose 

explode enclose 

pinhole sunstroke 

disclose impose 



expose invoke 

enclose explode 

sunstroke pinhole 

impose disclose 



Cut 1” from bottom. Slip size = 2.5” X 4.25”.  
PRINT DOUBLE-SIDE USING HEAVIER PAPER STOCK so the word on the back of each slip does not show through. 

foxhole maypole 

include dispute 

conclude costume 

capsule compute 



maypole foxhole 

dispute include 

costume conclude 

compute capsule 



Cut 1” from bottom. Slip size = 2.5” X 4.25”.  
PRINT DOUBLE-SIDE USING HEAVIER PAPER STOCK so the word on the back of each slip does not show through. 

confuse exclude 

intrude immune 

volume excuse 

tribute misuse 



exclude confuse 

immune intrude 

excuse volume 

misuse tribute 



Cut 1” from bottom. Slip size = 2.5” X 4.25”.  
PRINT DOUBLE-SIDE USING HEAVIER PAPER STOCK so the word on the back of each slip does not show through. 

stampede extreme 

trapeze hipbone 

sunrise handmade 

milkshake stovepipe 



extreme stampede 

hipbone trapeze 

handmade sunrise 

stovepipe milkshake 



Cut 1” from bottom. Slip size = 2.5” X 4.25”.  
PRINT DOUBLE-SIDE USING HEAVIER PAPER STOCK so the word on the back of each slip does not show through. 

nameplate lifeline 

backstage flagpole 

landscape embrace 

confide enclose 



lifeline nameplate 

flagpole backstage 

embrace landscape 

enclose confide 


